Elan E3, Black, EU
148679

Elan E3 is a portable DAB/DAB+ digital and FM radio
available in a selection of vibrant finishes to brighten up
your living environment.

Colour

Style

EU/UK VERSION, EU VERSION

PRODUCT DETAILS
Elan E3 is the practical contemporary radio from Pure, with DAB/DAB+ and FM, you can listen to all of your favourite
radio stations in crystal clear quality. The vibrant colour display and simple controls makes accessing stations and
using Elan E3 a joyful experience. Truly versatile, with the option of being powered by mains or battery, Elan E3 can
be enjoyed anywhere in or out of the home. Available in a range of finishes, Elan E3 will add a touch of colour to your
living space.
More stations, digital quality
DAB digital radio brings you a diverse range of great content in highly-detailed, digital-quality sound much of which is
only available on digital radio. Digital radios automatically find all your available stations and let you select them by
name, and there’s also FM for any station that have not yet gone digital.
Elan E3 is also Digital Tick approved so you can rest assured that you’re ready for any future FM to digital radio
switchover.
Colour screen
Elan E3 has a vivid and informative 2.8” full colour TFT display. The large vibrant screen makes accessing the
growing number of digital radio stations a breeze. View your favourite station’s information and slideshow artwork in
full colour.
Slideshow artwork
An increasing number of digital radio stations are broadcasting supplementary information and graphics, such as
music album artwork, programme information, weather and images. Elan E3 can display this visual content in full
screen and full colour
Simple to use
Practical button layout and large vibrant display makes operating Elan E3 a pleasurable experience. Browsing menus,
selecting stations and adjusting settings is simple and intuitive.
Great sound
Elan E3 produces surprising audio performance from a compact form factor.
Elan E3 uses a bespoke 3” full range speaker powered by a digital amplifier to ensure it plays louder and clearer. With
six equalisation settings, you can quickly adjust the tone and make all genres of music sound amazing. Elan E3’s bass,
treble and loudness can be adjusted to fulfil personal listening requirements.
Versatile and portable
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Elan E3’s compact form factor allows it to be placed anywhere and in the most space limited of environments.
Powered by mains or 4 x AA batteries, Elan E3 can be used around the home or out and about.
Packed full of features
Elan E3 delivers more than just great sounding radio. A digital clock with two alarms means that you will never be late,
and a kitchen timer to support your cooking activities!
Connect your mobile phone or tablet to the audio input and use Elan E3 as speaker for your favourite music, Elan E3
includes a headphone output for personal listening.
Designed and engineered in the UK
Like all our products, Elan E3 was designed and engineered in the UK by our expert engineering teams, ensuring great
sound and impressive build quality.

Specs
Product Attributes
EAN:

0759454829568

Manufacturer number:

VL-62956

Product weight:

0.732 kilograms

Energy Management
Input Voltage:

100-240

Output Voltage:

6

Output Current:

500

Input AC frequency:

50/60

Average active efficiency

75.29% @ 230VAC/50Hz

Efficiency at low load (10%)

Not applicable

No-load power consumption

0.06W @ 230VAC/50Hz

Power supply model ID

SW0600500-AM

Dimensions and Weight
Product Weight:

0.732

Packsize Height:

16.8

Packsize Width:

31

Packsize Length:

9.7
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